Introduction !
The discovery of promising drug leads and drug candidates from the sea has been the main driving force to keep exploring marine resources for bioactive compounds [1] . As a consequence, MNP chemistry has enjoyed a renaissance in the last 15 years [2] . The development of efficient dereplication strategies, thanks to the improvements in analytical technologies and to the availability of appropriate databases, has been critical in such a successful revival [3] . Dereplication means recognizing and eliminating the active substances already known in the early stage of the screening process [4, 5] . In other words, it is the process of analyzing the active samples (crude extracts, fractions, etc.) identified in the preliminary biological screening using a combination of analytical separation and spectroscopic methods in order to identify known bioactive metabolites and eliminating unnecessary isolation work on already well-studied NPs [6] . It could be added that ideally the identified bioactive compounds should also explain the observed bioactivity in which the screening is based on (i.e., an antibacterial compound may not be an antifungal), otherwise other compounds in the sample should not be discarded as potentially interesting. Caution should be taken, within a drug discovery context, to not overlook such a fundamental relationship. Many would agree with some fellow MNP chemists who refer to dereplication as "an ugly word describing an ugly process" [7] . Such a statement just reflects the difficulties of this task due to the huge number of known MNPs (over 30 000 entries in the current edition of the Dictionary of Marine Natural Products [8] and~27 500 compounds in the current release of MarinLit [9] ) and to the chemical complexity of the samples (extracts and fractions), which frequently contain a large number of components covering a broad dynamic range of concentrations. Fortunately, during the last decade, the remarkable technological advances in analytical instrumentation, alongside the development of suitable databases, have enabled the rapid dereplication processes that are required to efficiently move forward in any drug discovery program based on MNPs. Dereplication approaches employed in other areas of NP chemistry (plants, terrestrial microbes, etc.) can easily be adapted to MNPs provided the proper caution on sample preparation before analysis is taken and the proper databases are employed [7, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Herein we present a survey of the most Abstract ! Drug discovery from marine natural products has experienced a revival since the beginning of this century. To be successful in this field, rapid dereplication (identification of already known bioactive compounds) is essential in order to assess the chemical novelty of crude extracts and their fractions. Access to the appropriate state-of-the-art analytical instrumentation and to suitable databases is a fundamental requirement in such a task. A brief survey of the most robust LC/UV/ MS-and NMR-based approaches employed for marine natural product dereplication is presented alongside a description of the procedures followed to achieve this goal in our research group.
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Databases ! Appropriate databases play a major role in the dereplication of MNPs [7, 20, 21] . The ideal database should contain as much information on a compound as possible and should be searchable by substructure, structure identity/similarity, and spectroscopic identity/similarity. Desirable query fields include the trivial name, the molecular weight (MW), the accurate mass (or the monoisotopic mass), the molecular formula (MF), the taxonomic identification of the producing organism, the biological activity of the compound, and the UV absorption maxima. Those containing actual NMR spectra or chemical shifts (either experimental or calculated) are preferred. As an alternative, the concept of 1 H-SF developed by Professors John Blunt and Murray Munro has shown to be very effective in discriminating between alternative candidate structures in the dereplication process [22] [23] [24] . This approach searches for structural features that can be easily determined from inspection of the 1 H NMR spectrum of a compound. A list of the most relevant databases for MNP dereplication is presented in l " Table 1 .
The most comprehensive compilation of information on NP substances is the Chemical Abstracts Service CAS Registry database [25] . A very appropriate access pathway to information contained in this database is via SciFinder [26] . The SciFinder interface allows searches in various ways to establish the previous occurrence or novelty of a compound, or its similarity to other known compounds, but surprisingly does not provide a direct search for all substances with a particular mass (this result though can be achieved by first carrying out a substructure search for all compounds containing C and then refining the search based on mass). REAXYS contains an extensive repository of experimentally validated data with a direct link to the relevant bibliographic references arranged by information type (spectra, bioactivity data, etc.) [27] . These features alongside the > 215 000 NPs included make it a very powerful database even though a search by accurate mass is not possible. There is a large number of databases with free access to chemical structures from various sources [28, 29] . Among them, PubChem [30, 31] (hosted by the National Institutes of Health, NIH) and ChemSpider [32] (hosted by the Royal Society of Chemistry, RSC) are the most useful. Both allow searches by substructure and structure similarity, though only ChemSpider allows for monoisotopic mass searches. The Universal Natural Products Database (UNPD) from Peking University was designed to be a comprehensive resource of NPs for virtual screening [33, 34] . This database can be queried by CAS registry number, chemical name, MF, and MW, thus being of some utility for dereplication. The Chapman & Hall/CRC Press Dictionary of Natural Products (DNP) is considered the gold standard of NP databases containing relevant bibliographic references for all compounds [35, 36] . The database contains information on biological source and bioactivity. It can be searched by accurate mass (apart from MW and MF) and UV maxima. Recently, Prof. John Blunt developed a version containing the 1 H-SF of the molecules contained in the DNP, available up to release 22.1, dramatically enhancing the dereplication utility of this database [37] . The Dictionary of Marine Natural Products (DMNP) is just a subset of data from the DNP based on the biological source of the compounds [8] . As such, it is obviously relevant for MNP dereplication. Anti-Base 2014 covers NPs from microorganisms and higher fungi [38] . It includes descriptive data (MF, MW, CAS registry number), physicochemical data (melting point, optical rotation), some spectroscopic data for many of the compounds (UV, 13 C and 1 H-NMR, IR, and mass spectra), biological data (pharmacological activity, toxicity), information on origin and isolation, and a summary of literature sources. It also uses predicted 13 C NMR spectra (via SpecInfo [39] ) for those compounds where no measured spectra are available. This database is becoming increasingly important for MNP dereplication since the overlap between "marine" microorganisms and "terrestrial" microorganisms can be difficult to determine. MarinLit is a database dedicated to MNP research. Originally established in the 1970 s by Professors John ? Blunt and Murray Munro, it is currently hosted by the RSC [9] . It contains~27 500 compounds. All records contain the usual bibliographic information and the database can be searched by querying substructure, 1 H-SF, calculated 13 C and 1 H NMR shift data, exact mass, chemical formula, or UV maxima. AntiMarin was available until very recently to subscribers of both AntiBase and MarinLit [40] . It contained data for compounds of both databases including 1 H-SF among the searchable fields and was probably the preferred database for dereplicating MNP among colleagues working in this field. The SpectromeDB is an outstanding public resource compiling the largest curated database of NPs isolated from Streptomyces species [41, 42] . It has been developed by the Pharmaceutical Bioinformatics group of Prof. Günther at the University of Freiburg. In addition to names and molecular structures of the compounds, information about source organisms, references, biological role, activities, and biosynthesis routes is included. The database includes virtual MS fragmentation patterns calculated with CFM-ID software [43] and predicted 1 H and 13 C NMR shifts generated with the NMR predictor tool from the command-line platform cxcalc [44] . StreptomeDB can be searched through queries on the previous fields plus MS peaks and 1 H or 13 C shifts, it is thus of great interest for dereplication of MNPs produced by marine actinomycetes. While the previously described databases contain some spectroscopic data, or at least reference to the source of experimental spectroscopic data for a compound, there are other databases dedicated to the cataloging and/or calculation of spectroscopic properties. Access to these data can be particularly helpful in the investigation of MNPs. SpecInfo is a spectroscopic database whose primary aim is to assist with spectral interpretation and structure elucidation [39] . These functions are supported by tools for searching the database for compounds with NMR and/or IR spectra, or fragments of spectra, matching the experimental data. Additionally, compounds can be searched for using structures or substructures or other structurally related information such as CAS numbers. NMR spectrum prediction for a proposed structure is also an integral part of SpecInfo. These capabilities are supported by a knowledge base of 359 000 13 C NMR spectra and 130 000 1 H NMR spectra. Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc. (ACD/Labs) HNMR and CNMR Predictors permit the calculation of 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra from user-inputted structures [45] . These Predictors utilize algorithms based on more than 1.9 million assigned 1 H chemical shifts from more than 228 000 chemical structures and 2.7 million assigned 13 C chemical shifts from about 212 000 chemical structures. Use of these Predictors can be very helpful as a structural verification tool to assess the feasibility of a proposed structure. Of particular relevance to MNP dereplication are the internal databases in the Predictor packages. These contain the published chemical shift data for 250 000 compounds. Presently, over half of the MNPs have their data included in the internal databases, and these data are being added to on a regular basis so that the proportion of MNPs contained in the internal databases will eventually be much higher. Currently, the ACD/Labs-calculated 1 H and 13 C NMR chemical shift data for all MNPs are accessible from within MarinLit, as described earlier. Another related product from this company, Structure Elucidator Suite, contains an internal library of over 2 million structural fragments from~410 000 compounds [46] . The MICRONMR database was recently produced by Shanghai Micronmr Infor Technology Co., Ltd. (supported by Fudan University, Shanghai, P. R. China) [47] . In this database, 13 C NMR data of 730 000 organic compounds and related information (including bibliographic references) are indexed. About 400 000 entries correspond to NPs according to the vendor, though we think probably the synthetic derivatives of the NPs must be included in such a large estimation. The database can be searched by 13 C NMR data, compound name, genus, and species. It is thus a very powerful database for MNP dereplication when 13 C NMR data is available [48] . The CH-NMR-NP is a 13 C and 1 H NMR database for NP that was compiled from leading journals published from 2000 to spring 2014 [49, 50] . Important criterion to adopt the data was that 13 C shifts were given to all carbons in the chemical structure together with the description of 1 H shifts. The total number of the compounds is about 30 500 including 926 compounds related to NPs from the Spectral Database for Organic Compounds (SDBS) NMR database. The database was built by Dr. Kikuko Hayamizu [51] and it has recently been turned into a free of charge service released on the JEOL RESONANCE, Inc. website [52] . The compound name, atoms, MF, MW, 13 C and 1 H chemical shifts, 13 C no signal region, and structure (including partial structure) can be used as query items. The hit results include the biological source of the compound and the bibliographic reference from where the data were obtained. Other open-access NMR spectral databases such as NAPROC-13 [53, 54] , MetIDB [55, 56] , Spektraris [57, 58] , and NMRShiftDB [59, 60] do not seem too useful for MNP dereplication, though they may find utility in other areas such as phytochemistry. Similarly, publicly available metabolomic databases, which include NMR data such as BMRB (Biological Magentic Resonance Databank) [61, 62] , HMDB (Human Metabolome Database) [63, 64] , MMCD (Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database) [65, 66] , TOCCATA [67, 68] , and related databases [69] [70] [71] [72] , are of no utility since they contain a negligible number of secondary metabolites and probably no MNPs at all [73] . Regarding databases containing mass spectral data, those with MS/MS information seem most useful. However, just a few libraries are currently available. The major reasons are the lack of requirements to publish MS/HRMS spectra and the lack of standardization of fragmentation energies between instrument manufacturers [17] . In any case, the two most popular ones are Massbank [74, 75] and METLIN [76, 77] , covering~10 000 compounds with their spectra. Although only containing relatively few NPs, the two libraries can be helpful to identify lipids, medium polar primary metabolites, vitamins, etc. Much more useful, however, is the in-house DTU (Technical University of Denmark) mycotoxin-fungal secondary metabolite MS/HRMS library [78] , whose public part covers 277 compounds. It thus may be relevant for dereplicating samples derived from marine fungi. Also, the MS/ MS database included in the recently developed Global Natural Products Social Molecular Networking resource (GNPS) created by the group of Professor Peter Dorrestein at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) appears to be very promising [79] . With an emphasis on NPs of all biological origins, the database is community contributed and curated. This initiative aims to provide the definite public collection of MS/MS spectra of NPs. Currently, the database contains a significant number of entries contributed by leading research groups in MNPs at UCSD and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, making it very relevant for MNP dereplication. Finally, we would like to stress that dereplication is best carried out knowing the taxonomy of the producing organism [7] , though this is not an absolute requirement [20, 21] . Within the databases included in l " Table 1 , the coverage of taxonomy is good. Care should be taken though regarding the accuracy of the stated microbiological sources. Unfortunately, the primary bib-liographic references may be mistaken due to the lack of proper and rigorous nucleic acid sequence data for unambiguous microbiological identification. To avoid unsuccessful or misleading dereplication due to erroneous taxonomy in the queried database, we suggest comparing the results obtained when approaching the dereplication problem at different levels of taxonomic ranks such as species, genus, and kingdom, apart from a parallel dereplication not accounting for any biological source information.
Analytical Separation and Microfractionation
! Due to their complex chemical nature, the analysis of marine samples (crude extracts or rough fractions) mostly relies on liquid chromatography techniques (HPLC or UHPLC). The best choice for separation is reversed-phase (RP) chromatography, which suits the polarity of most drug-like secondary metabolites [16] . A low pH in the mobile phase is preferable, though care should be taken with the actual selection of the buffer/acidifier and its concentration to avoid chromatographic resolution and peak shape issues, ionization problems compromising the MS signal, and, finally, issues of chemical stability [17] . For the analysis of small and very polar compounds, techniques such as hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) may provide a satisfactory solution [80] . The RT (or retention index) of any compound is an intrinsic chromatographic property that can be employed as a query field for dereplication using in-house databases [81] [82] [83] . For compounds not included in such databases, the prediction of RT (under the same chromatographic conditions) is claimed to be a powerful tool [84] , allowing, for example, to discriminate among dereplication candidates obtained from lowresolution mass spectrometry (LRMS) [85, 86] or high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) analysis [87] [88] [89] . The hyphenation of LC with detection based on UV/vis spectroscopy, MS, or even NMR provides a very convenient access to spectral information on the sample components [90, 91] . On the other hand, both analytical and semipreparative HPLC can, at the same time, be employed to microfractionate crude natural extracts for direct assessment of bioactivity and active-peak identification [14, 92, 93] . Such a parallel biological/chemical profiling approach has been adopted for the preparation of MNP libraries suitable for high-throughput screening (HTS) [22, 23, [94] [95] [96] or even could be amenable for in vivo zebrafish-based assays [97] [98] [99] .
Dereplication Based on Ultraviolet/visible Spectroscopy ! UV/vis spectra are readily acquired using a diode array detector (DAD) as part of the LC or LC/MS examination of a crude extract or fraction. The spectra profiles, including the maxima (λ max ), provide information on the compoundʼs chromophores, which can be used for database searching in different ways. Among the databases listed in the previous section, a number contain searchable UV maxima such as the DMNP or MarinLit. On the other hand, the data on λ max for the compounds (mainly fungal metabolites and mycotoxins) contained in some in-house databases have been published and eventually may be useful when dereplicating marine fungi samples [82, 100, 101] . However, the whole UV spectrum contains more information than just the λ max data and thus matching spectra is a superior and more definitive approach of dereplication. Unfortunately, no UV spectral databases that also contain other information essential to the dereplication process are available and the approach is just applied to in-house UV spectral databases developed within different research groups [7, 82, 102, 103] . Spectral matching is carried out via algorithms, such as the X-hitting, which is designed for automated comparison of full UV spectra from LC-DAD analysis against a UV library of standards as well as spectra across samples [103] [104] [105] . Deconvolution of pure component spectra from overlapping LC peaks using multivariate curve resolution may significantly enhance the approach [106] . This allows for both the identification of known compounds as well as new compounds with UV spectra similar to known compounds [107] . Currently, DAD data is used as second (or complementary) criteria after an MS-based search. In favorable cases, UV/vis spectral chromophores can provide a means to differentiate compounds with the same elemental composition and can be highly valuable in dereplication for exclusion or confirmation of candidates during a database search.
Dereplication Based on Mass Spectrometry and Molecular Formula
! LRMS was initially employed for LC-MS-based dereplication against local databases [82, 102, 103] or low-discriminating dereplication based on MW searches on most of the databases previously listed. The advent of high-resolution instruments (HRMS) has significantly improved dereplication approaches, allowing for the use of generic databases through MF searches or the use of accurate mass searches in specific databases such as DMNP and ChemSpider. Under electrospray ionization conditions (the most common one), care must be taken though to properly assign the right molecular ions [100] and also to correctly determine the MF, even when mass accuracies < 1 ppm are obtained [108] . In fact, we favor databases allowing experimental accurate mass searches since they may indirectly assist in MF determination. The first LC-LRMS dereplication methods using local databases have now evolved to employ LC-MS/MS [109] , HPLC-DAD-HRTOFMS [100] , or UPLC-DAD-HRMS-MS/MS [101] . The recently developed "aggressive dereplication" approach employing UP-LC-DAD-QTOF is based on accurate mass, isotopic patterns, and preferably selective adducts used for large batch searches of possible metabolites (up to 3000 compounds), e.g., based on all compounds described by a single genus. Yet, it returns false positives that need to be sorted away. The approach is currently not suited for organisms with limited taxonomic information [110] . A more robust strategy from the same authors uses the same equipment to integrate tandem MS/HRMS data and an in-house library containing 1300 compounds (mostly fungal) for unambiguous dereplication [111] . Interestingly, for compounds not contained in the library, the aggressive dereplication approach may still be applied. All these LC/MS-based approaches integrate DAD, as mentioned in the previous section, to take advantage of the cheap and sometimes unique dereplication power of UV/vis spectroscopy. On the other hand, the use of chromatography allows querying the RT in the local databases. Interestingly, Boswell et al. described that since MS data and RT are orthogonal, compounds can be identified more efficiently from a combination of RT and LRMS rather than HRMS alone [85] . A completely different approach is based on the computational prediction of MS/MS spectra or fragmentation pathways. The limited coverage of available experimental databases has led to an interest in computational methods for predicting reference MS/MS spectra from chemical structures [112] [113] [114] . Commercial packages, such as Mass Frontier (ThermoScientific) [115] and ACD/MS Fragmenter (ACD/ Labs) [116] , are rule-based and employ thousands of manually curated rules to predict fragmentations using non-published proprietary algorithms. Alternatively, there are open-access resources providing in silico fragmentation tools that may be extraordinary useful for dereplication purposes: MetFrag software uses high-resolution tandem mass spectra of metabolites as a first and critical step for the identification of a moleculeʼs structure [117] . Candidate molecules of different databases (including PubChem and ChemSpider) are fragmented in silico using a combinatorial fragmenter algorithm based on the bond disconnection approach and matched against the mass to charge values very rapidly. A score calculated using the fragment peak matches gives hints to the quality of the candidate spectrum assignment [118] . An alternative method, FingerID [119] , takes advantage of the increasing number of available MS/MS spectra by applying machine learning methods to this task [120] . This program uses support vector machines to predict a chemical fingerprint directly from an MS/MS spectrum, and then searches (e.g., in Pub-Chem) for the metabolite that most closely matches that predicted fingerprint. Competitive fragmentation modeling (CFM) is a recently introduced probabilistic generative model for the MS/MS fragmentation process that uses machine-learning techniques to learn its parameters from real data [43] . It can also be applied for the putative metabolite identification task (CFM-ID) ranking possible structures from PubChem for a target MS/MS spectrum [121, 122] . The StreptomeDB contains virtual fragmentation information obtained via CFM-ID [42]. The MAGMa method [123] has also been recently developed to automatically process and annotate the LC-MS n data sets (including MS/MS data) on the basis of candidate molecules from chemical databases, such as PubChem [124] . Multistage MS n spectral data is automatically annotated with hierarchical trees of in silico generated substructures of candidate molecules to explain the observed fragment ions [125] , and alternative candidates are ranked on the basis of the calculated matching score [126] . Even more recently, the CSI (Compound Structure Identification):FingerID method for searching a molecular structure database such as PubChem using MS/MS data has been released [127] . This method combines computation and comparison of fragmentation trees with machine-learning techniques for the prediction of molecular properties of the unknown compound [128] , and shows significantly increased identification rates compared with all existing state-of-the-art methods for the problem. All these public resources (MetFrag, FingerID, CFM-ID, MAGMa, CSI : FingerID plus others not listed here) have a great potential for dereplication of MNPs just limited by the actual number of these type of compounds contained in the queried databases (PubChem, etc.). We are currently evaluating their dereplication utility in real life situations related to projects dealing with MNPs and microbial and plant secondary metabolites, and the results will be published elsewhere. Finally, the elegant and sophisticated new networking MS/MS approaches appear to be quite potent [129] , however, they still seem too complex and time-consuming for widespread use among MNP chemists, at least in the short run.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance-Based Approaches to Dereplication ! NMR spectroscopy provides much richer structural information on a compound than MS or UV. Rigorously speaking, LC-UV-MS (MS) does not necessarily confirm unequivocally the identity of known compounds because of the possibility of regioisomers or stereoisomers occurring. RTs from in-house databases may diminish this problem, but undoubtedly the definitive answer is given by NMR spectroscopy. For this reason it may be essential for successful dereplication. Additionally, NMR facilitates the identification of the structural class a putative new compound belongs to. The hyphenated techniques HPLC-NMR [130] and HPLC-SPE-NMR [131] enable structure determination of NPs directly from small amounts of extracts overcoming preparativescale isolation and are currently typically integrated with parallel UV and MS detectors [132] . Current probe technology allows acquiring proton spectra (CapNMR™ probe) [133] [134] [135] [136] or even 2D heteronuclear correlation experiments (MicroCryoprobe™) [137] with just micrograms of a sample obtained from analytical or semiprep HPLC fractionations [138] . Such an improvement in sensitivity has revolutionized the role of NMR in dereplication during the last decade [15] . Three different approaches are typically followed when using NMR for dereplication purposes: i) Searching spectra (or chemical shift lists) in libraries of experimental spectra (or databases including assigned chemical shits), ii) searching a library of virtual spectra (or databases including calculated chemical shifts), and iii) searching for structural features that can be easily determined from inspection of the proton spectrum of a compound in a database of compounds allowing queries by 1 H-SF. i) A proton spectrum may be searched against an in-house library of spectra acquired under the same or different solvent/magnetic field. Software tools such as ACD/Spectrus DB [139] , MNova DB [140] , or Bruker AMIX [141] allow searching for peaks, multiplets, spin systems, regions, or even whole spectra similarity. It has been shown that 1 H NMR spectra, obtained through analytical HPLC separation of extracts with time-sliced SPE trapping of eluting compounds and acquired with a microcryoprobe, can be used for dereplication purposes by matching an in-house database using an algorithm developed and operating under Matlab [142] . On the other hand, the spectra contained in the commercial SpecInfo database by Wiley can be conveniently searched for in installations under ACD Labs software [143] or the KnowItAll NMR Spectral Library by Bio-Rad [144] , which also includes the 13 C NMR spectra collection of Wolfgang Robien [145] . Regarding the use of chemical shift lists, in a recent work, the combination of a centrifugal partition extraction fractionation method with 13 C NMR and hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) for pattern recognition of 13 C signals across spectra of the fraction series enabled the direct deconvolution of each of the main metabolites signals and their dereplication after searching a database with assigned experimental carbon shifts created in ACD Labs software [146] . A similar approach has also been reported using HPLC fractionation and the MICRONMR database [47] , showing again how 13 C chemical shifts of mixture components can be determined without having to purify them thanks to HCA [48] . The internal databases of ACD Predictor packages can be searched by chemical shifts, shift correlations (H/C), or spin systems and are of particular relevance for dereplication due to the large number of MNPs included [45] . Proton and carbon shifts can also be used as query in the CH-NMR-NP database [52] , probably the best public resource for NMR-based dereplication of MNPs. ii) In the absence of experimental spectra libraries or databases of assigned experimental chemical shifts, the use of structures databases to create libraries of virtual spectra (or databases with calculated shifts) appears as a promising and efficient alternative. Since the size of any in-house library will typically be just a small fraction of the known number of MNPs, such an approach is worth exploring. The Natural Products Chemistry Department at Merck Research Laboratories proposed the use of similarity searches over databases of estimated 13 C NMR spectra for NP dereplication and identification of the structural class of novel compounds [147] . The same lab later developed a database with calculated 13 C/ 1 H-13 C (correlation) spectral lists for 11 673 NPs, showing the promising efficiency of querying the peaks found on HSQC spectra (bearing in mind its short acquisition time compared with 13 C direct detection) [148] . The FindIt module of the NMRanalyst™ software contains (in the March 2008 release) over 14.5 million PubChem structures and the predicted proton and carbon shifts for these structures [149] . The database can be searched using 1 H, 13 C, or 13 C H (protonated carbon) shifts plus MW or MF as options; interestingly the highest correct identification rate seems to be encountered with the 1 H, 13 C H , MF input combination [150] . The latest release of the ACD software Structure Elucidator Suite includes ca. 22 million structures from ChemSpider (those containing C, H, O, N, S, P, F, Cl, Br, and I) with their predicted NMR shifts [46] . The utility of this database to dereplicate NPs using minimal NMR data (proton, HSQC and COSY) combined with MF composition range and structural fragments has been recently shown [18] . The MarinLit database also contains calculated 13 C and 1 H NMR shifts and HSQC/DEPT provided by ACD/Labs [9] . The outstanding public domain resource CSEARCH for PubChem has been developed by Wolgang Robien to identify compounds using the predicted 13 C NMR spectra of 61 million PubChem structures (calculated with the CSEARCH Neural Network technology) and a spectral appearance in hierarchical order (SAHO) searching algorithm [151] including ranking of resulting hit list [152] . The SpectromeDB includes predicted 1 H and 13 C NMR shifts that can be searched for [42] and, as already mentioned, it is of great relevance for the dereplication of MNPs produced by marine actinomycetes.
iii) The last strategy uses databases with the capability of searching for the actual numbers of functional groups contained within a molecule. The first approach of Sidebottom and coworkers was based on searching a text file that links each structure with its MW and an exact count of the number of methyl, methylene, and methine groups it contains. Analysis of such a text file, constructed from a database containing more than 126 000 NP structures (combining DNP and Beilstein), revealed that these data, readily measured using MS and NMR spectroscopy (1D proton and HSQC), are highly discriminating [12] . More elaborate and useful was the approach of Professors John Blunt and Murray Munro to include in a structure database the number and type of methyl groups, alkenes, carbinol protons, acetal, formyl, acetyl, amide, imine, aromatic substitution patterns, sp 3 methines, sp 3 methylenes, and sp 2 protons as searchable fields [7, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . They based their design on the fact that certain structural features in a 1 H NMR spectrum are immediately obvious and do not need any interpretation to know what they are. A simple inspection of the spectrum and integrals immediately allows the identification of many of the classes of functional groups listed before without needing to consider any relative connectivity. Such development of a pattern recognition NMR database (also known as 1 H NMR structural features, 1 H-SF) does not rely on the assignment of chemical shifts or analysis of correlations, but it is impressively effective in discriminating between alternative candidate structures in the dereplication process [20] . This is because the probability of compounds having identical combinations of 1 H-SF is low, and if these data are also taken together with MW, MF, and UV data, unique search patterns are generated that can quickly establish even the putative novelty of an isolated compound. Currently, MarinLit and old versions of AntiMarin and the DNP NMR feature databases can be searched by 1 H-SF and, thus, are without any doubt the most potent databases for NMR-assisted dereplication of MNPs.
Fundación MEDINA Dereplication Workflow ! Fundación MEDINA [153] works on various drug discovery programs in different therapeutic areas [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] . We aim to discover new lead compounds from our proprietary library of microbial (fungi, actinomycetes, and other bacteria) NP extracts. Typically these extracts are generated from microorganisms cultured in small volumes (10-50 mL). In any primary screening campaign, the hits found are submitted to an early LC-UV-LRMS dereplication process using an in-house database. Samples not discarded and that are suggestive of containing active compounds with a possible novelty (for not being present in the inhouse library or not having been clearly identified as known components after further LC-HRMS analyses) are chosen and the corresponding microorganisms are fermented at a higher volume (typically 100 mL). After confirming the bioactivity of the newly generated extracts, these are further fractionated typically by reversed-phase semipreparative HPLC. Active fractions are then submitted to LC-DAD-HRMS analysis and dereplication against an in-house LC-HRMS library or using a combination of taxonomy, UV info, accurate mass, and MF searches against the DNP (or any other public access structure database). The dereplication candidates are further confirmed after NMR analysis of the fraction, which allows unambiguous annotation of both in-house LC-HRMS and LC-UV-LRMS libraries and populates the in-house NMR spectra database. Alternatively, we also employ HRMS/MS analysis combined with in silico fragmentation tools for confirming the dereplication candidates obtained after the previous LC-DAD-HRMS step. All compounds from the active samples not dereplicated in this workflow will undergo a bioassay-guided isolation and structure elucidation process. Afterwards, they are stored in the in-house libraries whether they turn out to be novel or not. This dereplication workflow is being used in the context of the PharmaSea project [161]a collaborative European consortium looking for novel bioactive molecules from marine organisms, including deep-sea sponges, bacteria, and fungi, in the different screening campaigns with samples derived from our collection of marine microorganisms and from other partners in the consortium.
Early-stage dereplication by LC-UV-LRMS
Active extract analysis is undertaken with a standard 10-min reversed-phase gradient chromatographic run on an Agilent 1100 single quadrupole LC-DAD-MS system (MSD), collecting mass spectra in both the positive and negative modes [158] . Database searching is performed using an in-house developed application inherited from Merck & Co., the "MS Gold" dereplication soft-ware, and the spectral libraries from its former Natural Products Chemistry department [102, 103] . In MS Gold, the DAD (UV-vis) spectra, RT, and positive and negative mass spectra of the samples are compared to the corresponding LC-UV-MS data of known microbial metabolites stored in the proprietary database. This is the Fundación MEDINA reference library which contains annotated secondary metabolite data obtained under identical conditions to those for the samples under analysis; the library includes 405 fungal metabolites and 478 metabolites from bacteria and actinomycetes, the original Merck library size has increased 25 % with the compounds annotated at Fundación MEDINA since its origin in 2009. Such a library is dynamic and is continuously populated with NPs identified in our different drug discovery programs. Data extraction procedures from the LC-DAD-MS analyses involve the use of the AMDIS (Automated Mass Spectral Deconvolution & Identification System) tool developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the extraction of pure component MS spectra from complex chromatograms [162, 163] . Peaks from the UV/vis LC trace at 210 nm are detected by integration in the acquisition instrument software (Agilent ChemStation), but no spectra deconvolution of overlapping LC peaks is carried out. For identification of components and data combination, the UV and MS RTs are standardized for the system offset and corrected based on an external standard. For each LC-DAD-MS injection, a list of components is created using three sources: all UV 210 peaks as detected in the Agilent Chemstation and all MS peaks as reported by AMDIS for both positive and negative ion modes. The data are automatically captured for each component and if no UV 210 peak is integrated, a UV spectrum is extracted for each deconvoluted AMDIS component at its precise RT. The data are combined for each component based on the set of data that appears within a small time window (l " Fig. 1 ). MS Gold is written with Visual Basic 6.0 and SQL Server 2000 [103] . For the spectral library setup (containing UV/DAD, positive and negative LRMS spectra), the components associated to known molecules (identified after further HRMS and NMR in our dereplication workflow as shown later) are stored in the database and flagged as members of the spectral library (l " Fig. 1) . The library contains identification information and characteristic analytical data for all samples/components analyzed. When the compound is not fully characterized, a tentative status is assigned within the library. When the structure of the component is identified, the database record is marked as "fingerprint". The trivial name and registration information are attached. The extracted component data (RT, UV, and LRMS spectra) of every new sample analyzed by LC-DAD-LRMS are searched against such a library using a proprietary algorithm that includes a composite rating function to weigh the match ranking of each of the queried properties (RT and UV/MS spectra) [103] . As an example, l " Fig. 2 shows the dereplication of ikarugamycin in an extract from the culture broth of a marine Streptomyces zhaozhouensis strain [164] . MS Gold also allows batch searching to process sets of samples, a very appropriate feature within an HTS context of NP drug discovery.
Advanced dereplication by LC-HRMS
Active extracts and their active fractions obtained by semiprep HPLC that have not been dereplicated with MS Gold are submitted to LC-DAD-HRMS analysis using the same chromatographic conditions and system as described in the previous stage, but acquiring the HRMS spectra with a Bruker maXis QTOF mass spec-trometer (where MS/MS can also be acquired) [158] . By default, acquisition is performed in the ESI+ mode, switching polarity for cases where no ionization is achieved. Using a similar strategy to what MS Gold is based on, we have created a new in-house tool solution called "MEDINA-HRMS" written with Visual Basic.NET and ORACLE 11 g. Extraction of pure component HRMS spectra from the raw data is carried out by the instrument software (Bruker DataAnalysis) and the accurate mass for the extracted components is interpreted internally by the application based on the same well-established algorithm for molecular weight assignment employed by MS Gold [165] . Unfortunately, UV/vis obtained in the DAD detector cannot be automatically extracted to be incorporated in the database and thus the search algorithm is only based on matching both RT and the interpreted accurate mass of the pure component extracted by the software within a narrow tolerance window (l " Figs. 3 and 4) . Nevertheless, when required, any UV/vis spectrum can be retrieved manually for its inspection to get information on the absorption maxima or even for eventual comparison with the spectra stored in MS Gold. The MEDINA-HRMS library is automatically populated with the RT, accurate mass, and HRMS spectra of all the pure components extracted from all the samples that are analyzed. When the pure component is identified (after accurate mass/MF searches in databases or further NMR-based dereplication), its trivial name and actual MF are annotated and automatically propagated to all past and future samples containing the same specific component. Batch search for studying sets of samples is no longer needed in MEDINA-HRMS because of its design as a relational database. For those pure components not already flagged with their name in the MEDINA-HRMS library, identification is carried out typically with the following strategy: The interpreted accurate mass (an experimental accurate mass) is searched for in the DNP (which contains the calculated accurate mass based on MF of the compounds). The DNP accurate mass value(s) within the tolerance range retrieves the first hit list of candidates and, at the same time, the likely MF of the compound. If the molecules in the hit list contain characteristic λ max , the experimental UV (DAD) spectrum is checked for its compatibility with the reported absorption maxima. Additionally, the taxonomic (biological source) information listed in the DNP is also taken into account for hit list refinement. Alternatively, we also search the interpreted accurate mass in ChemSpider or the determined MF in this same database or Pub-Chem for further exploration of the hit lists obtained. The less common the MF is, the smaller the number of candidates retrieved and the easier the manual inspection of their structures. Such an approach is obviously easier the higher the MW of the unknown component. Additionally, a complementary and somewhat more robust strategy based on the acquisition of HRMS/MS spectra for the target unknown component is followed. This tandem MS spectra are obtained with the same LC-DAD-HRMS system described before, just selecting the target parent ion to be fragmented by collision-induced dissociation (CID). The experimental MS/MS spectrum obtained is first used for MF confirmation (or modification) using the vendorʼs application SmartFormula 3D [166] . The obtained peaks (fragments) list is then used as query input for searching ChemSpider and PubChem using the MetFrag Web tool [118] based on in silico fragmentation for the computer-assisted identification of metabolites [119] . The ranked list of candidates provided by MetFrag is inspected manually and compared with the hit list retrieved by DNP, and many times (provided the compound is included in ChemSpider or PubChem) the right answer is found using this strategy. Interestingly, using MetFrag and PubChem databases we were able to dereplicate an unknown component that turned out to be JBIR-34, a remarkable nonribosomal tetrapeptide possessing an unusual 4-methyloxazoline moiety and found in a marine spongeassociated actinomycete [167] , the same year of its publication (2010) even though the structure was obviously not contained in the actual DNP release edition for that date. Such an example demonstrates an added value of these large public chemical compound databases that are updated with new entries much more frequently than the DNP (which offer two releases each year). Finally, it is worth mentioning that we likewise use dereplication by LC-HRMS as an assessment of putative novelty in cases where no match for the interpreted MF is found in DNP, ChemSpider, and PubChem databases [168] .
Definite dereplication by NMR
Active fractions obtained by semiprep HPLC that have been already submitted to LC-DAD-HRMS-based dereplication are further analyzed by NMR for confirmation (or modification) of the dereplication candidate(s) and population of the in-house NMR spectra database. Likewise, bioactive fractions that could not be dereplicated (or had too many dereplication candidates) after LC-DAD-HRMS are dereplicated de novo based on NMR. The state-of-the-art NMR equipment available at Fundación MEDINA is comprised of a Bruker AVANCE III 500 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 1.7-mm TCI MicroCryoprobe™ enabling the acquisition of NMR spectra with a few micrograms of sample [139] . Typically, the dried bioactive semiprep HPLC fractions are reconstituted in deuterated solvent and submitted to routine 1 H and HSQC acquisitions. Identification of the target compound is carried out usually with the following strategy: The structural features easily identified in the proton and HSQC spectra are looked for in the dereplication candidate(s) obtained after LC-DAD-HRMS analysis. When agreement is observed, the spectra reported in the bibliography are compared with those of our sample for further confirmation. When no compatibility is observed between the acquired NMR spectra and the dereplication candidate(s), a de novo identification based on NMR is pursued. Such a dereplication process is likewise applied for those cases where no dereplication candidates (or too many hits) were obtained after LC-DAD-HRMS analysis, as indicated before. In a first stage, the structural features of the unknown (which are easily observed in the NMR spectra) are entered as query alongside the MF or MW in the DNP NMR features database [37] . The structure of the retrieved hits is inspected manually and the reported spectra for the compatible structures are again compared with those of our sample. Querying the 1 H-SF version of the DNP is extraordinarily effective to discriminate among possible candidates sharing the same MF. Interestingly, the same strategy, but using SF ranges and MF or MW ranges as complementary query fields in the same database, may allow, in a very easy way, the establishment of the structural class the unknown belongs to. In some cases we find in this way that the non-dereplicated unknown, after the LC-DAD-HRMS stage, turns out to be a simple derivative of a known NP, for example, carrying (or lacking) just an extra methoxyl or acetyl group. In a similar fashion, searching by similarity, the proton spectrum of the unknown against our in-house NMR spectral library (constructed in ACD/Spectrus DB software [139] ) provides immediate information about possible structural relationships of the unknown and the NP contained in our library. As an alternative approach we also employ the FindIt module of the NMRanalyst™ software for searching over 14.5 million PubChem structures (and their predicted proton and carbon shifts) [149, 150] . We usually employ 1 H, 13 C H , and MF as initial query fields, extending to MF or MW ranges in a second search round for also catching up compounds similar to the unknown. Recently, we have also started to explore the search of experimental chemical shifts of our unknowns for NMR-based dereplication using public resources such as CH-NMR-NP [52] , Strepto-meDB 2.0 [42] and CSEARCH for PubChem [152] , the preliminary results and performance we have obtained so far are very satisfactory. Within the PharmaSea consortium [161] , the cheminformatics company ACD/Labs has provided us with access to the in-ternal databases in the ACD/C+H NMR Predictor packages [45] . Since these databases contain over half of the known MNPs, we are now starting to use them as a complementary approach for NMR-based dereplication in the context of this project. Both MS Gold and MEDINA-HRMS are annotated with all the compounds ultimately identified (or even elucidated) by NMR. In this sense, it is worth mentioning that unambiguous NMR-based dereplication may require, in some instances, the acquisition of a full panel of 2D NMR spectra. As an example of this, we describe here how we dereplicated the cyclic octapeptide surugamide A [169] in a sample from a marine-derived Streptomyces sp. in the context of the PharmaSea project. The extract obtained from the culture of this microorganism displayed moderate antibacterial activity. LC-DAD-LRMS analysis revealed the presence of one main component not included in our in-house library MS Gold. After LC-DAD-HRMS analysis of the bioactive fraction obtained by semiprep HPLC of the extract, the putative MF of the target compound was established and just one candidate with such a MF, named surugamide A [169] , was obtained after searching the DNP database. Searching the MF in ChemSpider revealed the presence of another isomeric peptide, named champacyclin [170] , with differences in the amino acid sequence and chirality compared to surugamide A. We then ran an HRMS/MS analysis and could check that only the sequence of surugamide A was compatible with the observed fragments. Since leucine and isoleucine are isobaric, and due to the fact that an unambiguous establishment of the cyclic peptide sequence sense (C to N or N to C) is impossible by MS-based approaches and that we might even be dealing with a new stereoisomer of surugamide A, a full panel of 2D NMR experiments (including COSY, HSQC, TOCSY, NOESY, and HMBC) was run to unambiguously determine the constituent amino acids and their actual arrangement in the peptide based on the sequential NOEs observed and the key interresidue HMBC correlations. After such an analysis, the connectivity of our unknown molecule was confirmed to match that of surugamide A. The final identity of the amino acid chirality was established after detailed comparison of the proton and carbon chemical shifts displayed for our unknown and those reported for surugamide A [169] . The extraordinary sensitivity of our MicroCryoprobe allowed the acquisition of the set of 2D spectra with submilligram amounts of sample (the bioactive fraction reconstituted in deuterated solvent). In general, the selected bioactive semiprep HPLC fractions are dominated by a main component (ca. 75-90 %) and identification of the NMR signals of the target compound is straightforward. Nevertheless, we have also faced scenarios where such fractions are comprised of a few components present in a similar ratio with respect to each other. These cases require further work for deconvoluting the NMR signals of each mixture component and we follow three different approaches: i) The first is based on further purification of the original semiprep HPLC fraction using different chromatographic conditions (changing gradient, mobile phase solvents, or even using a column with a different stationary phase). Ideally, the mixture components of the original fraction will have now been resolved and since the newly generated fractions are submitted again for bioassay, the correlation compound-activity can likewise be established unambiguously. The NMR spectra of the new bioactive sample are this way much simpler than the spectra of the original fraction containing now essentially one component. ii) An additional fractionation run by semiprep HPLC is not always feasible due to the small amount of material or to difficulties for achieving chromatographic resolution. We resolve these issues by analytical HPLC-DAD-SPE-NMR. With this technique, we work in the so-called tube transfer NMR mode (ttNMR) [171] . In this mode, the analytes trapped on the SPE cartridges are eluted with deuterated solvent into the capillary NMR tubes (HPLC-SPE-tube transfer NMR, HPLC-SPE-ttNMR) rather than being eluted into the flow cell of an NMR flow probe. That way an aliquot of the tube content can be analyzed by LC-DAD-HRMS and the remaining material can be easily resubmitted to the bioassay after NMR analysis. iii) The last approach is based on using pulsed field gradient (PFG) diffusion NMR spectroscopy for virtual separation of the sample components according to their molecular size [172, 173] . We have observed that this approach is feasible for mixtures containing just a few components (such as semiprep HPLC fractions) and that it is easier the higher the differences in MW among them. We have designed a research proposal to explode this approach of dereplication [174] . So far, we have observed that it is frequently possible to correlate exact molecular masses (or MFs) of the different mixture components (obtained in the previous LC-DAD-HRMS analysis stage) with the estimated molecular weights from diffusion experiments [175] . That way we can correlate a MF with a diffusion deconvoluted NMR spectrum of a mixture component and use such information for database searching, as described before for the standard case. We have also reported that these deconvoluted spectra of mixture components are fully searchable in our in-house spectral database providing faithful ranking rates comparable to those obtained when searching a standard proton spectrum of a pure compound [176] .
Conclusions

!
We hope to have shown that efficient dereplication of MNPs requires access to both state-of-the-art analytical/spectroscopic instrumentation and to suitable databases. In-house chromatographic and spectral libraries play a major role in the dereplication workflow, thus being an extraordinary added value to any research group, institution, or company working on drug discovery from MNPs as has been illustrated with the dereplication workflow followed at Fundación MEDINA. The listed commercial databases and spectral libraries may look expensive in the short term but we suggest researchers in the field carefully evaluate their capabilities and usefulness since in most cases it is probable they will realize that it is worth the investment. In this sense we feel that the affirmation formulated 20 years ago by Corley and Durley [10] when they stated "The successful use of [commercial] databases for dereplication of natural products can result in considerable savings in time and money" keeps its validity today for MNP dereplication. On the other hand, the publicly available dereplication resources that we have highlighted deserve to be explored as a possible solution to any identification problem not only for being free of charge but also for providing, in some cases, an alternative or even more rapid route to dereplication. Ultimately, for achieving its maximum efficiency, the MNP dereplication toolbox should be employed smartly. To guarantee this, fortunately, the wisdom and experience of the MNP chemist still play an irreplaceable role. versity of Denmark) in-house mycotoxin-fungal secondary metabolite MS/HRMS library publicly accessible. Prof. Peter Dorrestein and his team at USCD are kindly acknowledged for promoting the GNPS public MS/MS library initiative.
